The PendoTECH PressureMAT is a process monitor that gives an indication of a high pressure situation when an PendoTECH Single Use Pressure Sensor™ is disconnected. This is to alert users of a potential un-intentional situation (versus remaining at zero) during a disconnection.

The Pressure Sensor Cable Dust Cover/Zero Simulator can be inserted into the PressureMAT monitor cables and the monitor will read zero. This prevents continually high pressure indication and alarm particularly if the monitor is integrated to a central control system that logs alarms. In addition, this protects the gold pins when no sensors are connected particularly if chemical cleaning solutions may be used around the PressureMAT cables.

It comes with a tether so it remains attached to the cable when not in use.

Ordering Information

| PDKT-650-298CVR | Pressure sensor cable dust cover / zero simulator for PressureMAT |

For warranty information see our website at http://www.pendotech.com/warranty